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On the Baltic Sea, near Lübeck, you will find an expert in mechanical engineering in

Sereetz - especially in grippers for loading and unloading ships. Our grippers and

traverses are used in industry and trade, as well as in the agricultural industry, and

make work processes easier.In order to be able to guarantee the highest level of

quality and longevity, all of our development, design and production takes place in

Germany. In addition to the high-quality grippers, we also manufacture

individualized products - we find the best solution and appropriate design for every

application. Our ORTS grabs are used worldwide for port handling, in shipping and

industry.
 
 Our product range covers all gripper types. The electro-hydraulic grabs, mainly on

board bulk carriers. The remote-controlled diesel-hydraulic grabs, developed by

ORTS. No other grab manufacturer has such experience in the field of radio-

controlled diesel hydraulic grabs.
 
We also design and manufacture the classic mechanical cable grabs. These are

tough, extremely durable and are good for many millions of tons of bulk handling.

ORTS – Grabs save mooring costs because they are faster and reliable. A special

series of grapples has been protecting the environment with 100% closed shells

since 1980.
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 ProductsOrange peel grabDieselElectricRopeClamshell

grabDieselElectricRopeLifting BeamsSpecial constructions  
Areas of applicationShipping & PortIndustry & TradeAgrarian & Biomass
The “best link between ship and shore” for the vessel and the receiver are ORTS

2-clamshell and orange- peel GRABS. You can get them as rope-grabs or motor-

grabs. The independent working ORTS motor-grabs with radio control do meet of

course the EU- emission standards.ORTS grabs are the reliable, effective and long-

life equipment for: Coal, ore, grain, clinker, fertiliser, sand, split, HBI/DRI, rocks, pig

iron, scrap, limestone and wood/timber. The grab type, motor driven or mechanical

with rope, depends on the crane you have available.
 Since 50 years ORTS grabs are the best and most effective equipment for

transport, loading, unloading and dredging. On construction places for digging and

dredging, gravel pits, underwater works, incinerating plants, recycling industry,

timber and wood industry, iron- and steel works.
 
ORTS grabs are working in agriculture, farming and at biomass- plants. Over the

years we developed different grab types for handling of fertilizer, feeding stuff, hay,

straw, silage and fast cleaning of digesters at biogas plants.Especially the small,

radio controlled, independent working motor-grabs offer flexibility and effectivity in

combination with easy handling, wherever it is needed. They just need a crane-

hook.
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